
Appendix B 
 
From: Duncan king  
Sent: 26 April 2022 19:21 
To: Licensing <licensing@gravesham.gov.uk> 
Subject: Application by Moot brew co ltd at Court farm upper Halling. 
 
 
To Whom it may concern 
 
I have recently made an objection against an another planning application at Court Farm Pilgrims 
road upper Halling Me2 1hr which just a quick note is the correct postcode not Me2 1jl which has 
been used in the application for premises licence by the way. 
The reason I am making this representation is the lack of safe access to and from Court farm which is 
a single track with no footpath and a very dangerous blind corner to and from the main road. I live at 
the bottom of the single track which leads to Court farm and on almost a daily basis I see cars lorry’s 
and farm machinery skidding to a halt to avoid collision. 
Also there are many keen walkers and dog walkers who live and commute here to walk up on the 
north downs to which most use the single track to gain access to the downs which can and does 
become very dangerous due to the high number of vehicles already using this single track which 
include cars and lorries to and from the butchers shop cars and lorries to and from  the bakery cars 
lorries and farm machinery to and from the farm cars lorries and vans using the container lets and 
others business’s being run from this site. Further more this site is the source of the bulk of the noise 
pollution generated in this area due to the activity’s that are already happening on this site from 
very early till very late .  So in my modest opinion the last thing that Court farm needs is more foot 
and vehicle traffic especially with the added affect of alcohol.  
 
Yours sincerely 
Duncan king    
Sent from Mail for Windows 
 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986

